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SUMMARY

In an analysis of two turbojet engines, the component performance of

y the compressors and turbines was used to de~ermine the effect on engine

~“ performance and operation of bleeding the compressor to furnish cooling
air for the turbine rotor blades. The engines considered were a
centrifugal-flow-compressor engine of 4000 pounds thru$t and an axial-

. flow-compressor engine of approximately 6000 pounds thrust.

The results indicated an increase of approximately 2.0 percent in
thrust specific fuel consumption for every 0.01 increase in required
cooling-air-flow ratio for both engines when operated at rated speed and
constant thrust conditions.

By the use of air-cooled turbine rotor blades, which permit opera-
tion at higher turbine-inlet t~eratures, increases in specific thrust
(up to 24 percent) could be obtained for both engines. Accompanying the
increase in specific thrust was an increase in thrust specific fuel con-

sumption of 4.9 percent for the centrifugal-flow engine ad about 17:

percent for the axial-flow machine. The magnitude and the differences
in the increase of thrust specific fuel consmrption sxe applicable,
within the limitations imposed by the methai of analysis used, only to
the two engines considered. For these specific engines, the differences
in the increase of thrust specific fuel consumption were due primarily
to the lower cooling effectiveness of the air-cooled turbine blades used
in the sxial-fluw engine and the increase in turbine efficiency of the
centrifugal-flow engine.

Because of the change in the compressor and turbine operating points.
with varying amounts of cooling-air, the effect of cooling should be con-
sidered in the engine design in order to realize the highest possible

. component efficiencies.
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INTRODUCTION

As part of the turbine-cooling program at the NACA Lewis laboratory,
10

an smalysis was made of two turbojet engines at sea-level static condi-
tions, the engine component ch~acteristics being used to determine the
magnitude and the causes of changes in engine performance when the tur-
bine rotor blades are cooled with air bled from the compressor exit. The
experimefitsof references 1 to 4 and the analysis of reference 5 indicate
that satisfactory operation can be expected from ah-cooled turbine blades
made from noncritical materisllsat cooling-air to compressor-inlet-air-
flow ratios of 0.03 or below at present-day turbine-inlet temperatures. ~

The experimental investigations reported in references 6 and 7 and the
analysis of reference 8 show that the design of disks to support the ati-
cooled blades and to duct the cooling air to them represent no radicsl
changes in the concept of turbine disk design., Therefore, the use of
air-cooled turbines appears feasible either.to permit the use of noncriti-
cal materials in the construction of the turbine, or to capitalize on the
available gains of operation at increased turbine-inlet temperatures.

Preliminary aaalysis of the effect of air-cooling a particular tur-
bine on engine performance is presented in reference 9, where, for a
specified turbine-inlet temperature and the required cooling-air-flow
ratio for a particular air-cooled turbine blade, the specific thrust
decreased relative to the zero coolant-flow condition, and the specific
fuel consumption increased. The analysis of reference 9, where no con-
sideration was given to changes in the turbine and cmpressor operating
characteristics as various mounts of air were bled for cooling, is
adequate if the turbine aerodynamics are changed to meet a specific
design-point condition. Eowever, for off-design operation or Wplying
cooling to an existing turbine with no changes in turbine blade geome-
try, the compressor and turbine operational characteristics must be known
in order to obtain a realistic evaluation of the effect of cooling on
engine -performance. For this latta? case, the ans2ysis presented herein
was conducted.

*

—
.4

—

Two turbojet epgines were considered - a centrif’ugsl-flow-compressor
engine of 4000 pounds thrust and a 12-stage axial-flow-compressor engine
of approximately 6000 pounds thrust. In this analysis, the performance
was evaluated for both engines at sea-level static conditions by matching
the operational characteristics of their compressors and single-stage
highly loaded air-cooled turbines over a range of cooling-air-flow ratios,
jet nozzle areas, and engine speeds. The operational points of the en-
gines with the cooling requirements of specific air-cooled turbine rotor __
blades were also determined. The cooling air for the turbine blades
was assumed to be bled from the compressor exit and discharged Into the
main gas stream.

.-

.

.
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For the centrifugal-compressor engine, a turbine blade having a
# cooling effectiveness equal to that of configuration B, profile 1, of

reference 5 was used. An air-cooled blade similsr to configuration H,
profile 2, of reference 5 was used for the sxial-flow-compressor engine.
Reference 10 presents the performance in cold air for a scale model of
the turbine considered herein for the sxisl-flow-compressor engine. This
turbine was designed as an air-cooled substitution for the production
turbine; the rotor has 72 nontwisted blades of uniform caniber. The re-
sults of reference 10 were used to predict the turbine performance in
the full-scale engine. For the centrifugal-compressorengine, unpub-
lished results of a cold-air performance investigation similar to that
of reference 10 were utilized. The turbine configuration was identical
to that of the actual production engine, and it was assumed that cooling
could be incorporated in the turbine rotor blades without altering their
aerodynenic performance.

The results of the present analysis indicate the effects of bleed-
ing various amounts of cooling air from the compressor exit on the tur-

i bine and compressor operating points, turbine-inlet temperature, engine

~= specific thrust, and engine thrust specific fuel consumption. Also pre-

~ sented are the specific thrust, specific fuel consumption, and turbine-
inlet temperature under which each engine could operate with a specific

1. air-ceded turbine rotor blade at a constant blade temperature. Consid-
eration is given to the effect on engine performance of using part of
the c~oling air bled from the compressor to cool the turbine stator blades
and part to cool the rotor blades.

ANALYSIS AND CAK!UIA!TIONFRCXXDURE

Compressor and Turbine Matching

The analysis of this report was made by matching the turbine and
compressor performance when various cooling-air weight flows were bled
from the engine compressor exit. The turbine performance characteris-
tics were obtained from cold-air tests on scale models, and the compres-
sor performance from maps obtained on full-scale compressors. For the
centrifugal-compressor-enginecalculations, the map of the standard free-
vortex uncooled turbine was used, with the assumption that the cooled
turbine of this report would have the ssme aerodyna.nicperformance. The
sxial-compressor-engine calculations were made with the performance map
of a cooled turbine having nontwisted rotor blades and twisted stator
blades. This turbine was designed by the NACA, and its performance char-
acteristics sre reported in reference 10.

.
The matching of the compressor and turbine components of the engines

was accomplished by related parameters of these components (see ref. U).
. The following assumptions were made in the matching calculations and in

the determination of the engine performance:

~~
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(1) The turbine work equals the work required to drive the compres.
sor plus the work to pump the cooling air from the entrance of the tur-
bine rotor to the tips of the rotor blades. Power required by auxil.

w

iaries, bearings, and disk windage is thus zero.

(2) The pressure loss in the bleed piping is zero.

(3) The gas temperature profile at the turbine inlet is uniform
in both circumferentialand spanwise directions.

—

+

(4) The heat loss from the engine to the surrtnuuiingair is zero. ~
m

(5) The mixing of the cooling air from the blade tips with the com-
bustion gases occurs with no loss in total pressure.

(6) The effect of the discharge of the cooling air from the tips of
the rotor blades on turbine performance is negligible. -.

(7) The jet nozzle efficiency is equal to 1.0. --
.

Several factors in the analysis used herein might cause differences
between the theoretical engine performance obtained with the cold-air
turbine maps and the actual engine performance: (1) the magnitude of .

the effects of the cooling-air discharging from the blade tips in the
engine Installation, (2) the nonuniform turbine-inlet-gas temperature
profile that exists in the engine, and (3) the Reynolds number effect

—

resulting when the cold-air tests are made on a small-scale model of
the actual turbine. It is expected, however, that, although the mag-

nitude of values of thrust, specific fuel consumption, and efficiencies
obtained from calculations as outlined herein may be in error, the
trends obtained should be representative.

The general procedure followed in making the turbine and compressor
matching calculations was to assume an operating point on the compressor
map along a particular corrected co~ressor speed line. Next, the tur-
bine conditions that would permit the turbine to pass the mass flow and
deliver the required work for the corr’&ctequivalent tip speed were
determined. The resulting jet nozzle area, consistent with the pressure
and temperature conditions downstream of the turbine, was then determined;
and the engine thrust and fuel consumption were calculated. This was
done over a range of compressor operating points for each of four arbi-
trarily selected cooling-air-flowratios (O, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06). The
calculated engine, compressor, and turbine performance parameters, such
as engine temperature ratio, specific thrust, thrust specific fuel con-
sumption, and so forth, were plotted against the calculated jet nozzle
areas for the four arbitrarily selected cooling-air-flowratios at the
engine speeds considered. The values of engine, compressor, and turbine
performance parameters at constant ~et nozzle areas could then be read
from these plots.

.

—
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A detailed description of the calculation procedure for the com-
m presser and turbine matthing and the engtie and turbine performance for

various cooling-air-flow ratios is presented in appendix B. The engine
calculation stations are shown in figure 1, and symbols ere listed in
appendix A.

Corrugated-Insert-Blade Cceling-Air Requirements

04
0 The engine operating conditions were determined for a specific
E corrugated-insert air-cooled turbine rotor blade operating at cooling-

air-flow ratios to maintain stress safety factors of 2.0 and 3.0. The
information on the blade cooling performance needed to determine the
curves was obtained from reference 5. The blade configurations consid-
ered in this report are designated in reference 5 as proffle 1, configu-
ration B, for the engine using the centrifugal-flow compressor and pro-
file 2, configuration E, for the engine using the axial-flow compressor
(see fig. 2). The air-cooled blades considered herein were convection-
cooled blades with the cooling air entering the blade through the root

. section. The center of the hollow shell was blocked by an insert that
forced the cooling air to flow in an annulus next to the blade shell.
The annulus was packed with a corrugated sheet that contacted both the.
insert and the shell and increased the heat-transfer-surface area.

With the information presented in reference 5, it was possible to

plot the temperature-difference ratio T=
T

against the
~g,e - a,e,h_

cooling-air-flow ratio ‘alw~ for a specific value of ‘g,e ti~aeh”

The following equation was derived from an approximation of the linec& ‘
.

radisl blade temperature-distribution equation (eq. (1) of ref. 5):

(1)

In deriving this equation from the equation of reference 5, the outside
blade heat-transfer coefficient was evaluated in terms of the product of
the cotiustion-gas weight flow and the ratio of couibustion-gasto
blade-wall temperature raised to the 0.7 power. The inside blade sur-
face heat-transfer coefficient was evsluated in terms of the product of
the cooling-air weight flow and the ratio of cooling-air to blade-wall
temperature raised to the 0.8 power. The results of the exact equa-

. tion of reference 5 were then used to evaluate the constant K2 in equa-
tion (1) of this repOrt. Then, for a given value of w3, a curve was
plotted of the temperature-difference ratio p against cooling-air-flow

. ratio for several effective gas temperatures and a specific effective
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cooling-air inlet temperature. A second curve could then be plotted of
the effective gas temperature against the turbine rotor blade tempera-
ture for different constant cooling-air-flowratios.

9

Engine operating lines with the turbine blades operating at two
values of average blade temperature were ~estigated. ‘l!heaverage
blade temperatures were evaluated from a consideration of blade ssfety
factors of 2.0 and 3.0. The ssfety factor is defined as the ratio of
the allowable stress determined from 100-hour stress-rupture data (or
0.2-percent yield data, as applicable) for the blade materisl (Timken
17-22A(S)) to the actual centrifugal stress at the critical section of g

the blade. (The blade material creep rate was not considered.) The
critical section was located approximately 1.5 inches from the root for
the blades considered in this analysis. The blade stress corresponding
to these safety factors was determined by multiplying the actual cen-
trifugal blade stress at the critical section by the safety factor. From
this resulting blade stress and the curve of temperature against material

.—

stress-rupture, the allowable blade-wall temperature for the particular
.—

safety factor could be obtained.

When the allowable blade temper@re was obtained, the effective
.

gas temperature at various cooling-air-flow,ratios~o~d be read fr~
the previously determined curve of ~g,e against ~.

—
The sllowable .

turbine-inlet temperature (ad thus engine temperature r@io) could be
evaluated from the allowable effective gas temperature ‘g)e when the

stator discharge
Mach number were

a~le, the turbine rotor speed, and the stator discharge
known.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Compressor and ‘I@bine Performance Characteristics

Figure 3 shows the variation of corrected compressor-inletweight
flow with corrected engine speed for the range of cooling-air-flowratios
and a fixed jet nozzle area. The vslues of jet nozzle area sre those for
rated thrust at zero cooling-air-flowratio. For a fixed engine speed
and Jet nozzle srea, the effect of bleedi~-~~ at the compressor ~s-
charge for cooling the turbine rotor blades on compressor weight flow
was slightly greater for the centrifugal-compressorengine (fig. 3(a))
than for the axial-flow-compressorengine (fig. 3(b)) because of the
peculiar characteristics of the two types of compressors. The change in
the operating point on the compressor map at a given jet nozzle area and
compressor speed for the centrifugal compressor was reflected primsrily
in the compressor weight-flow change, while .thecompressor pressure ratio
remained essentially constant. For the axial-flow compressor, the re-
verse was true: The compressor-inletweight flow was almost constant;

—

.

.
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and the change in compressor operating point, due to bleed at a particu.

& la jet nozzle area and compressor speed, was to higher compressor pres-
sure ratios as the amount of dischsrge bleed was increased.

Figures 4 and 5 present the variation of engine temperature ratio
and turbine pressure ratio, respectively, with corrected engine speed
for the two engines when the compressor and turbine are matched for a
constant ‘jetnozzle area and various cooling-air-flow ratios. For each
increase of 0.01 in cooling-air-flow ratio at rated engine speed, the
turbine-inlet temperature increased approximately 60° F for both the
centrifugal- and the axial-compressor engines (fig. 4). Decreases of
0.02 and 0.025 in turbine pressure ratio for each 0.01 increase in
cooling-air-flow ratio were obtained for the centrifugal- and the axial-
compressor engines, respectively (fig. 5). This small decrease in tur-
bine pressure ratio was a result of turbine operation at higher turbine-
inlet temperature levels.

The rsmge of operation of the centrifugal compressor for the cooling-
air-flow ratios considered is shown in figure 6(a), where operating lines

. for cooling-air-flow ratios of O and 0.06 are drawn on the compressor
map. The map is presented on a relative basis, with the engine design
point (zero cooling-air flow at rated engine speed at a jet nozzle srea

. of 1.80 sq ft) designated as 1.0. At the rated-engine-speed condition,
the compressor weight flow at a cooling-air-flow ratio of 0.06 was 2.0
percent less than that at zero cooling-air-flow ratio. This shift in the
engine operating line resulted in a increase in compressor efficiency
of about 1.0 percent and also moved the compressor operation closer to
the surge line.

‘l%edecrease in compressor weight flow at a fixed jet nozzle area
is caused by an increase in turbine-inlet temperature when air is bled
for cooling, which, in turn, is effectedby two conditions: When the
compressor is bled, so that less air is flowing through the turbine,
the specific turbine work must increase; and a further increase in spe-
cific turbine work is brought about by the work required to accelerate the
cooling air (bled ,franthe compressor) to the turbine tip speed. This
increase is accomplished by an increase in turbine-inlet temperature;
and, since the turbine stator blades .srechoked and the compressor-exit
pressure is essentially constant, the turbine, and consequently the com-
pressor, weight flow must decrease.

The engine operating lines of the centrifugal-compressor engine for
cooling-air-flow ratios of 0, 0.02, 0.04, and 0.06 sre shown on the tur-
bine map in figure 6(b). This map is presented on a relative basis with

. the design point taken as the reference point and assigned the value of
1.0. At the rated-engtie-speed condition, the relative corrected specif-
ic turbine work (Ah$/6~)R decreases about 5 percent as the cooling-air-
flow ratio is increa~ed-from O to 0.06 at

fv~.

a constant jet nozzle area.
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(The relative corrected specific turbine work is defined as the ratio
of the corrected specific turbine work at any operating condition to
the corrected specific turbine work at the design condition.) This de-
crease in corrected specific turbine work is due primarily to operation
at a higher turbine-inlet temperature. This shift of the engine oper-
ating point with cooling-air-flowratio is accompanied by an increase
of 1 point in the turbine efficiency at the rated-speed condition. At
a relative engine speed of 0.870, the shift of the engine operating
point with increasing cooling-air-flow ratio results in a decrease in r-l
the turbine efficiency of about ~ points. The change in engine oper- 8

m
sting point with en increase in cooling-air-flowratio from O to 0.06 to
a point of lower corrected tip speed and lower corrected specific turbine
work Is accompanied by a decrease in turbine presswe ratio of approxi-
mately 4 percent.

The axial-flow-compressormap in figure 7(a) shows operating lines
for zero cooling-air flow and a cooling-air-flowratio of 0.06 for a con-
stant jet nozzle area. Because of the characteristics of an axiel-flow
compressor, the compressor weight flow did not change appreciably when the . -
cooling-air was bled, but the compressor pressure ratio increased 3 per-
cent with a cooling-air-flowratio of 0.06 at the rated-speed condition.

—

The compressor efficiency also increased with the bleeding of cooling
—

air from the compressor. However, because the shift of the engine oper-
ating line was so slight, the change in the compressor efficiency was
only about l/2 point. Bleeding cooling air from either the centrifugsl-
or the axial-flow compressor moves the compressor operating point In the
direction of compressor surge. Whether or not this is a serious consid-
eration depends on the particular engine design.

—
For the two cases con-

sidered in this report, the centrifugal compressor was operating very
near the surge condition, and for this reason the shift of the engine
operating line due to vsriation in cooling-ah-flow ratio could be serious;
while the sxial-flow compressor operated fsr from the compressor surge
line, and for this reason the operating-line shtit with cooling-air bleed
is not a serious consideration.

The map of the turbine for the sXiel-flow-compressorengine, which
is presented in figure 7(b), shows engine operating lines for coollng-air-
flow ratios of O, 0.02, 0.04, sad 0.06. The operating lines cover the
relative corrected engine speeds of 0.88 and 1.00 rated speed. The intro-
duction of cooling air to the turbine had effects similar to those that
were observed with the turbine of the centrifugal-flow engine. The in-
crease to a cooling-air-flowratio of 0.06 in the turbine caused a shift
in the engine operating point and resulted in a decrease in corrected
turbine spectiic work of 6 percent, a decrease in turbine efficiency of
2 points, and a decrease in turbine pressure ratio of 5 percent.

.
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Whether there is an increase or decrease
5 efficiency as the operation point chamges due

in
to

for cooling air depends on h-w well th~ original

9

compressor and turbine
bleeding the compressor
matching of the two

component~ was done at a design point that did not consider air-cooling.
In designing a cooled-turbine engine, the matching shotid be done so that
the compressor and turbine operate at their most efficient conditions
when the design cooling-air flow is bled from the compressor. For this
reason, better component efficiency can probably be obtained by consid-
ering cooling in the aerodynamic design of the engine rather than by
altering an existing engine to permit cooling.

Engine Performance Characteristics

Centrifugal-flow-compressor engine at rated speed. - The performance
at rated speed of the engtie with the centrifugal-flow compressor is pre-
sented in figure 8 as the variation of corrected specific thrust and
corrected thrust specific fuel consumption with engine temperature ratio

y over a range of cooling-air-flow ratios and jet nozzle sreas. The region
~ between the limiting operating conditions of turbine limiting loading and

. compressor surge are considered. When a constant jet nozzle area (e.g.,
1.80 sq ft) is considered, the engine temperature ratio increases at a
rate of approximately O.1.1for each 0.01 increase in cooling-air-flow.
ratio. This increase in temperature ratio results in ticreases in cor-
rected specific thrust and corrected thrust specific fuel consumption
of 2.3 and 1.98 percent, respectively, for each 0.01 increase in cooling-
air-flow ratio. The increase in thrust specific fuel consumption with
increasing cooling-air-flow ratio at constant jet nozzle area is primarily
due to the cooling losses. These losses sre reflected in the specific
turbine work, which is increased because of the additional work required
by the cooling air and the decrease in turbine mass flow due to bleeding.
The shape of the constant cooling-air-flow-ratiolines in figure 8(b) also
should be noted. The reason for little or no change in thrust specific
fuel consumption with increasing turbine-inlet temperature is that the
turbine efficiency increases approximately 4 points at O, 0.02, and 0.04
cooling-air-flow ratio, and approximately 3 points at 0.06 cooling-air-
flow ratio over thp temperature-ratio range considered, and the compres-
sor pressure ratio and the compressor efficiency for this engine remain
essentially constant. The relatively high level of the thrust specific
fuel consumption of this engine is due to the low compressor efficiency
(0.70) andcornpressor pressure ratio (4.0).

For high turbine-inlet temperatures or for noncritical turbine sta-
tor blades, it will be necessary to cool the turbine stator blades as
well as the rotor blades. It was assumed herein that the cooling air for
the stator blades would slso be bled from the compressor discharge and
exhausted into the main gas stream downstream of the turbine. A calcula-
tion was made for a total.cooling-air-flow ratio of 0.06, of which 0.04
passed through the rotor blades and 0.02 passed through the stator blades
at a constant jet nozzle srea of 1.7 square feet. This condition of op-
eration is also shown in figure 8. As wouldbe expected, the point fell
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between the 0.04 and 0.06 cooling-air-flow-ratiolines and near the jet-
nozzle-area line for 1.7 square feet. The principal difference between
this condition and that for 0.06 cooling-air-flowratio for the rotor

●

blades alone was that the 0.02 cooling-air-flowratio for the stator
blades does not require additional work from the turbine as does the
rotor blade cooling air as it flows through the turbine rotor to the
blade tip.

Also shown on figure 8 are the engine operating lines for rotor
blade sefety factors of 2.0 and 3.0 when a specific air-cooled blade g
was used in the turbine rotor. The noncritical blade materie3 consid- m
eredwas Timken 17-22A(S). The blade was assumed to have the same cool-
ing effectiveness as that described in reference 5 for configuration B,
profile 1 (see fig. 2(a)), and the same aerodynamic performance as a
standard turbine blade. For the case of a rotor blade safety factor of
3.0, which is considered conservative, the-engine could operate over ~
range of turbine-hlet temperature from 20200 to 2310° R by varying the
jet nozzle area. These temperatures are r&achedwith a maximum cooling-
air-flow ratio of approximately 0.02. The lower limit of inlet tempera-
ture is set by the condition of turbine limiting loading, and the upper .
limit approaches the condition of compressor surge. This range of
turbine-inlet temperature permits an increase in specific thrust from
approximately 52.0 to 63.4 pound-seconds per pound. This increase in .

thrust, due to the increase in turbine-inlet temperature and a slight
—

decrease in turbine pressure ratio, iS accompanied by an increase in
thrust specific fuel consumption from 1.235 to 1.270. .

A comparison was made of the engine with and without cooling. It
was assumed that the design point of the uncooled engine was at a jet
nozzle area of 1.80 squae feet} an e~ine teu~rature iatio of approxi-
mately 3.85, and that this condition of turbine-inlet temperature limited
the value of corrected specific thrust to 51.4 pound-seconds per pound.
By using air-cooled turbine rotor blades, the limiting value of turbine-
inlet temperature (inasmuch as it effects the turbine rotor blades) can
be increased. With the air-cooled-bladeoperating line for a safety
factor of 3.0 (see fig. 8(a)), a maximum value of turbine-inlet tempera-
ture of approximately 2310° R canbe dbtained. This maximum value is
limited for this particular engine by the condition of compressor surge,
not by blade temperature. At this value of turbine-inlet temperature,
the specific thrust increased to 63.4 or approximately 23.5 percent over
that of the uncooled engine at its limiting velue of turbine-inlet
temperature.

—

The thrust specific fuel consumption increases from 1.215 for the
design point of the uncooled engine to 1.275 for the case of the air-”
cooled turbine rotor blades with a safety factor of 3.0 at the condition

●

of compressor surge, an increase of approximately 4.9 percent (fig. 8(b)).
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Centrifugal-flow-compressor engine at 87 percent of rated speed. -
b The performance of the centrifugal-compressor engine at 87 percent of

rated speed (a condition slightly below cruise) was evaluated, and the
operating lines of a cooled turbine blade operating at safety factors
of 2.0 and 3.0 were calculated to determine whether or not cooling would
be required when a noncritical turbine-blade materiel is used at this
engine speed. These results are presented in figure 9. The type of plot
presented for this engine speed is the same as that for the rated-speed
calculations. The same trends of specific thrust and specific fuel con-
sumption at constsxh Jet nozzle area were obtained as at the rated-engine-
speed condition. The cooled-turbine-blade operating lines for safety fac-
tors of 2.0 and 3.0 are not drawn on this figure, because the turbine-
inlet temperatures and centrifugal blade stresses were low enough to
permit operation at this speed without cooling air for all conditions
covered on this map when stress-rupture data for 100-hour life are used.
Thus the air-cooled-blade oyerating lines WU be those for the zero
cooling-air-flow ratio.

~

●

Axial-flow-compressor en@ne at rated speed. - Plots of the perform-
ance of the axial-flow-compressor engine for a range of jet nozzle sreas
and cooling-air-flow ratios are presented in figure 10. The results
cover a range of cooling-air-flow ratios of O to 0.06. The minimum
engine temperature ratio is limited by the conditions of turbine lim-
iting loading, and the msximum by an assumed turbine-inlet temperature
of 30000 R. If a constant jet nozzle area of 2.1 squere feet is chosen,
the increase in both the specific thrust and the thrust specific fuel
consumption for this area can be evaluated. When the cooling-air-flow
ratio is increased from O to 0.06, the engine temperature ratio increases
from 3.74 to 4.42, or approxina-telyO.Xl_for every 0.01 increase in
cooling-air-flow ratio. This increase in engine temperature ratio results
in increased corrected specific thrust and corrected thrust specific fuel
consumption of 2.5 percent and 2.27 percent, respectively, for every 0.01
increase in cooling-air-flow ratio. The increase in specific thrust was
due to the increased turbine-inlet temperature, which, in turn, resulted
in an increased thrust specific fuel consumption. The thrust specific
fuel consumption was further increased by the decrease in turbine effi-7
ciency of approximately l; points as the cooling-air-flow ratio tncreased

from O to 0.06.

The point of engine operation when 6 percent of the compressor air
is bled for cooling and when this ah is divided between the turbine
stator and rotor so that 4 percent passes through the rotor blades and
2 percent through the stators is also shown in figure 10 for a jet nozzle
area of 2.2 square feet. Here, as was also the case for the centrifugal-
caapressor engine, the operating point fell very close to the jet-nozzle-
area line of 2.2 square feet and midway between the 0.04 and 0.06 cooling-
air-flow-ratio lines.
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The operating lines for an air-cooled turbine blade of a noncriti-
cal material (Timken 17-22A(S)) operating with safety factors of 2.0 and
3.0 are shown on figme 10. This blade had the same cooling effective-
ness as the one designated in reference 5 as profile 2, configuration H
(see fig. 2(b)). As is shown in figure 10(a), this blade witha safety
factor of 3.0 can operate from an engine temperature ratio of 3.64 at
the turbine limiting-loading line to a temperature ratio of 4.84 at a
cooling-air-flowratio of 0.06. If it is assumed that the uncooled-
engine design turbine-inlet temperature is limited to 1970° R

(T+/Ti = 3.8) because of the turbin~ rotor blades, the turbine-inlet
temperature canbe increased to 2510 R with air-cooled noncritical
blades at 0.06 cooling-air-flowratio. This increase in turbine-iflet
temperature results in an increase in the speclftc thrust from approxi-
mately 55.0 to 69.0 pound-t3eocmdsper pound, or an increase of approxi-
mately 25,0 percent in the specific thrust compared with the design point
of the uncooled engine. The increase in the specific fuel consumption
that results from this increase in thrust and txrrbine-inlettemperature is
shown by the blade operating lines in figure 10(b). If the line of safety
factor equal to 3.0 is considered here, the specific fuel consumption
increased from 1.019 for the uncooled condition to 1.196 pounds per hour
per pound for a cooling-air-flowratio of 0:06, an increase of about 17.4
percent.

The reason for the large difference in percentage increase in thrust
specific fuel consumption for the centrifugal-flowand the axial-flow
engines as the turbine-inlet temperatures are increased to the maximum
amount permissible for the air-cooled blades considered can be determined
by comparing figures 8(b) and lO(b). The air-cooled blade used in the
centrifugal-flowmachine requires much less cooling air than the blade
used in the axial-flow machine, which results in smaller cooling losses

for the centrifugal engine. For example, at an engine temperature ratio
of 4.5, the air-cooled blade in the centrifugal-flowmachine requires a
cooling-air-flowratio of about 0.02 at a safety factor of 3.0; and, at
the same conditions, the blsde in the sxial-flow engine requires a
cooling-air-flowratio of approximately 0.04. This difference in required
cooling-air-flowratio is principally.a resU-t of the difference between
the cooling effectivenessesof the two blades. The fact that the cooling-
air-flow-ratio lines for the centrifugal-flowmachine are relatively
horizontal because of the increase in turbine efficiency also reduces the
percentage increase in thrust specific fuel consumption. From the un-
cooled rated conditions to the cooled condition with a turbine-inlet
temperature of 2310° R, the efficiency of the turbine in the centrlfugal-
flow engine increased approximately 3.8 points. The reverse was true of
the turbine of the tiial-flow engine, which suffered a decrease of 2 per-
cent in turbine efficiency for the ssme relative conditions.

The comparativelylow level of thrust
the sxisl-flcnie~”ine can be attributed to

4

—

—

.

.

—

.

specific fuel consumption for
the higher compressor .
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efficiency (approx. 80 percent compsred with 70 percent for the
centrifugal-flow machine) and the higher compressor pressure ratio
(approx. 5.5 compared with 4.0).

Axial-flow-campressor engine at 88 percent of rated speed. - The
results for the cooled axial-flow engine are presented in figure J-lfor
88 percent of rated speed. Here again, the trends of specific thrust,
thrust specfiic fuel consumption, and turbine-inlet temperature ratio
are the same as those obtained at the rated-speed condition. For the
specific air-cooled blades considered, cooling is not needed at the
cruise speed because of the lower centrifugal.stresses and turbine-inlet
temperatures.

Constant thrust operation. - Figure 12 shows the necessity of using
turbine blades of high cooling effectiveness to minimize the cost of
cooling in terms of thrust specific fuel consumption for the condition
of constant specific thrust. Curves sre presented in this figure for
the centrifugal-compressor &ngine at constant engine speeds of 87 and
100 percent of rated speed and for corresponding values of constant spe-
cific thrust of 55.0 and 37.0 pound-seconds per pound. At rated engine
speed, the specific fuel consumption increases from 1.217 at zero
cooling-air-flow ratio to 1.361 pounds per hour per pound at 0.06
cooling-air-flow ratio, a rate of increase of approximately 1.96 percent
for every 0.01 increase in cooling-air-flow ratio. At 87 percent of
rated speed and a specific thrust of 37.0 pound-seconds per pound, the
specific fuel consumption increases from 1.227 at zero cooling-air-flow
ratio to 1.412 pounds per hour per pound at 0.06 cooling-ati-flow ratio,
a rate of increase of approximately 2.5 percent for every 0.01 increase
in cooling-air-flow ratio. The operating points at a ssfety factor of
3.0 of the air-cooled turbine rotor blade considered herein for the
centrifugal-flow engine are slso shown in figure 12. At the cooling-air-
flow ratio required for operation at a specific thrust of 55.0 pound-
seconds per pound, the thrust specific fuel consumption is 1.24, an
increase of approximately 2.0 percent over that required at zero cooling-
air-flow ratio.

The effect of’increasing cool--air requirements on the thrust
specific fuel consumption at a constant specific thrust for the axial.-
flow engine is presented in fi ure 13.

&

This effect is shown for both
rated-speed condition (F/wl 01 = 55 lb-see/lb) and the cruise speed

(F/w~’@= 44.9 lb-see/lb). The rate of increase of the corrected

thrust specific fuel consumption with the cooling-air-flow ratio is ap-
proximately 2.08 percent for the rated-speed condition and 2.33 percent
for the cruise-speed condition for every 0.01 increment in the cooling-
air-flow ratio. The operation points of the air-cooled turbine rotor
blade considered herein at a safety factor of 3.0 occurred at a corrected
thrust specific fuel consumption of 1.044 at rated speed and 0.977 at the
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cruise condition. At rated speed, this is an increase of 2.5 percent
over that at zero cooling-air-flowratio for a constant value of spe-
cific thrust.

4
This increase is the cost of operating this particular

blade configuration made of noncritical materials containing approximately
—

97-percent iron. .-

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of bleeding turbine rotor blade cooling air from the corn- A
pressor discharge on the performance of contemporary turbojet engines was ?5
investigated. The two engines considered were a centrifugal-flow-

m

compressor and an axial-flaw-compressorengine. The performance for var-
ious cooling-air weight flows and jet nozzle areas was calculated with

..

performance maps of the Compressor and turbine for the particulsx engine
—

being considered. The results summsrized below are for the two specific
engines discussed in this report and should,not be generalized. ..-

1. At rated engine conditions for a constant value of specific
thrust, the thrust specific fuel consumption increased approximately 1.96 .
percent for the centrifugal-flow engine and ,2.08percent for the axial-
flow engine for every 0.01 increase of cooling-air-flowratio required. .-.—-

2. At rated engine speed and a constant jet nozzle area, each in-
crease of 0.01 in cooling-air-flowratio resulted in an increase of 60° F
in turbine-inlet temperature, an increase of 2.3 percent in speclflc
thrust, and an increase of 1.98 percent in thrust specific fuel consump-

—

tion for the centrifugal-flow-compressorengine. The effects on the
axis&flow-compressor engine were similar to those for the centrifugal-

.-.

flow-compressor engine, except that the increase in specific thrust was
2.5 percent and the increase in thrust specific fuel consumption was 2.27
percent for every 0.01 increase in cooling-air-flowratio.

3. With the use of corrugated-insert air-cooled turbine rotor blades
at a safety factor of 3.0, which is thought to be a conservative vduej
the turbine-inlet temperatures could be increased so that increases in
specific thrust of approximately 24 percent for both engines could be
realized. This increase in thrust was accompanied by an increase in
specific fuel consumption of 4.9 percent for the centrifugal-flow engine
and 17.4 percent for the axial-flow engine. The differences in the

—-

percentage increase in fuel consumption were due to the difference in
cooling effectiveness of the two blades and an increase of a~proximately
4.0 points in turbine efficiency for the centrifugal-flowmachine and a
decrease of 2.0 points in turbine efficiency for the exial-flow engine.

—

—

4. At rated engine speed and a fixed jet nozzle area, bleeding 0.06
“

cooling-air-flow ratio from the centrifugal-flow compressor decreases the
-.

compressor weight flow by 2.0 percent~ increases the coqressor efficiency
—

.—

mra-..
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by 1.0 point, and increases the turbine efficiency approximately 1 point.
* Bleeding the sane amount from the axisl-flow compressor increased the

compressor pressure ratio 3.0 percent, increased the compressor efficiency
1/2 point, and decreased the turbine efficiency approximately 2.0 percent.

5. Since bleeding the compressor for”turbine cooling air changes
the compressor operating point in the direction of lower weight flow or
higher compressor pressure ratio (depending upon the type of compressor

m being considered), cooling should be incorporated in the original engine
~ design so that the highest possible component efficiencies can be realized
P and the danger of approaching the compressor surge region can be avoided.

The importance of the increase in thrust specific fuel consumption
that accompanied the increases in specific thrust obtained with air-
cooling camot be effectively evaluated from an analysis of the engine
alone. It is important that blades of high cooling effectiveness be
utilized, but the final evaluation must give consideration to the air-
craft and the type of mission to be accomplished. Factors such as range)
flight time, portion of flight plan that requires turbine cooling, and

. possibility of elimination of afterburner have a large influence on how
cooling WW affect the over-all aircraft performance.

. The use of an analysis such as presented in reference 9, which
assumes constant component operating conditions, can possibly result in
erroneous results at off-design operating conditions. This is evident
from the effect of the variation of turbine efficiencies on the t~ust
specific fuel consumption for the two engines considered herein. It CSJl

be concluded that it is impossible to evaluate the trends of the effect
on engine performance of using compressor bleed air for turbine cooling
over a range of operating conditions unless a matching study based on
the engine component characteristics and the blade cooling effectiveness
is made.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, November 25, 1953
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APPENDIX A

SYM8011S

The following symbols are used in this report:

area, Sq ft

thrust, lb

fuel-air ratio

standsrd gravitational acceleration, ft/sec2

lower heating value of fuel at 600° R, Btu/lb

enthalpy, Btu/lb

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 ft-lb/Btu

constants

rotational speed, rpm

pressure, lb/sq ft

gas constant, ft-lb/(°F)(lb)

temperature, OF or OR

blade speed, ft/sec

velocity, ft/sec

weight flow,“lb/see

fuel weight flow, lb/hr

ratio of specific heats

prefix indicating change or increment

pressure-correction ratio, p’/p~

NAcARME53K19
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.
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efficiency

temperature-correction ratio,

temperature-difference ratio,

(h-~)(l+f )

f ) Btu/lb

work,

b

c

c

Eh.ibscripts:

a rotor

B blade

cr

e

h

ISB

H

Btu/sec

and blade cooling air

burner

cold

compressor

critical

effective

gas

hot

hub or root of blade

compressor interstage bleed

T’g,e - TB

~g, e - ~a,e,h

17
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id

Ov

R

T

t

u

x

o
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.
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ideal.

compressor overboard bleed

relative; used to designate ratio of compressor and turbine
parameters at any operating condition to those at design
condition

turbine

tip

tangential

axisl

NACA sea-level standard; dry air, zero fuel-air ratio when used
with h .—

engine stations (see fig. 1)

Superscripts:

indicates

f indicates

average value

total or stagnation conditions

.—

.

.—

#

.—
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—

—
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..-APPENDIX B

CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE MATCHING AND ENGINE

PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS COOLINGAIR-FLOW RATIOS

The engine stations used in the following cal.culations sre shown
in figure 1. The first step was to assume an operating -pointon the
compressor map along a constant corrected compressor speed line. The
compressor map is a plot of the compressor weight flow .Ylwl/%
against the compressor total-pressure ratio P~/Pi” Lines of constant

corrected compressor speed N/&; and constant compressor efficiency

nc sre also included on the map. (AJl symbols are defined in appendix

A.) When the compressor operating point had been chosen, the values of

Vc> ‘1~/51, and P~/Pi were fixed, and it was then possible to cal-

culate the weight flow at engine stations 2, 3, and 4 with the following
equations:

w~ =wl - w~B, lb/see (Bl)

W3= (l+ f)(w2-wov - wa)) lb/see (B2)

W4 . W5 lb/see (B3)= W3 + Wa + ‘~B)

The items Wov, w~B) and wa in tems of the engine calculation

stations of figure 1

The terms Wov and

compressor engine.

Turbine work. -

are

WEB = w7 + w8

‘Ov
. W9

‘a =W 6

‘ISB were used

The work output

herein only for the sXial-flow-

of the turbine, defined as the work
to drive the compressor plus the work to pump the cooling air from the
point where it enters the turbine rotor to the blade tip, could also be
determined at this point in the calculations. The specific work or total
enthalpy drop across the turbine is —.

~=nc~%, Btu/lb (B4)
3
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The work required to drive the

~c =22-h;)W (h’

The total enthalpy rise across
evaluated from

compressor ~c is defined by

(h’
+ ‘ISB ISB -

h;), Btu/sec (B5)

the compressor in equation (B5) was

h,

2,id
- h,

1, Btu/lb
~c

(B6) “-

where the ideal
was obtained by

or isentropic total enthalpy at the compressor discharge
the method presented in reference 12 with the compressor

pressure ratio-as read from the compressor map. ‘Thetotal enthalpy at
--—.— -

~he point of interstage bleed h~B was evaluated from temperature

measurements in a standard engine test made on the axial-flow compressor
used herein. Since the cooling ah enters the turbine rotors considered

—

herein at essentially the center line of the rotor, the work requ~ed to
pump the cooling air-from this point to the blade tip is .

.———

@
Qa =

‘a a,u,t
gJ

(B7) -

‘lubine-inlet temperature. - The total temperature at the turbine
inlet was evaluated ‘byan iteration process using an assumed value of

(W3’@/53 )H and know v~ues of W3 and ,53. The value of W3 was
de~ermined in equation (B2), and

relation

(53=1-

where (pi - PyP; is the burner

For the turbines considered

—

-.

the value of 53 was obtained from the

(B8)
P;

XT’)

-p: ~ i

-T-7
P; ‘1 ‘o

pressure-loss psmmeter.

herein at the speeds investigated, the

.-

cold-air performance results indicated that the turbine stator blades
—

w3 @/53 was constant. That is,

.—.
were choked; and, therefore .. . . -=- _

()PW3 93
= K1

63 c

The corrected turbine-inlet weight flow at
to that of the hot engine by (see ref. 10)

~;L~

(B9)
.

the cold condition was related
.
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.

(B1O)

By using an assumed (w3@/&)H and the known values of W3 and 53,

an approximate value of e: ~d hence T: could be determined. With

this value of T~~ the V~Ue of c ev~~ted for Y3,C of 1.40 ad

(W~~/~3)H cotid be evaluated from equation (BIO).

This procedure was repeated until a value of the turbine-inlet temp-
erature was obtained that gave agreement between the asswed value of

(w3~/53 )E and the valu~

Jet nozzle srea. - The
following equation:

obtained from equation (EIO).

jet nozzle srea ~ was evaluated from the

Sq ft (ml)

where

P~ Jet nozzle static pressure (atmospheric),lb/sq ft

P~ Jet nozzle total pressure (assumed equal to pi x), lb/sq ft
)

The value of W5 was obtained in equation (B3). The value of p~/p5 was

obtained from the following relation for pressure ratios below critical:

P:_b

r)

i,x (B12)
~–s p+ H

When the ratio of the total pressure at the jet nozzle to atmospheric
pressure was greater than critical, a critical pressure ratio of 1.851

[
for the temperature range of 1500° to 18000 R) was used in equation
Bll) to evaluate the jet nozzle area. In equation (I!L2),the turbine

pressure ratio (p~,x/p~)H ‘as obtained ‘rem ‘he cO1d-air ‘Wbtie ‘p

and the following relation presented in reference 10:

s=’JmmmzImmm’L
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When this equation was solved f& (pi ~/p~)E, the following equation
resulted: J

(+)H={.-c[.-(%):;]~fiH’H-’ ‘Bu)

>

where T
3,c

= 1.40, ~d T3,H is based on T+ and f E 0.0135.

.

The total.temperature at the jet nozzle T; was determined from

the total enthalpy at this station
--

Y
and the charts presented in ref-

erence 12 for a fuel-air ratio of 0.0 35. The total enthalpy at station
5 was evaluated from the following equation: .

wh’+w
,=34

%
ISB ‘&B +Wa(i +%) Btu,,b

W5
(B14)

where

and ~ vas evaluated from T~ sndreference12 for
should be noted (eq. (B14)) that the interstate bleed
into the main conibustion-gasstream d~wnstream of the

-—

(B15)

f= 0001-35.[It
air is exhausted
turbine~

Engine specific thrust and specific fuel consumption. - The cor-

rected specific thrust was defined as F/wl@: When the jet nozzle

pressure ratio was less than critical, the engine thrust was calculated
with the relation —

(B16)

I

.
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where T
5 5> f = ‘“oE) p~ = poj p: = p~,~} andwas evaluated from T’

w5 was evaluated in equation (B3).

When the jet nozzle pressure ratio was
(B16) was modified to

F=w5

where p5 = P:(P5

.

.

●

supercritical, equation

1
.

. 1)

T5-1 ~

~
*#T; P5

L)~1-~=
+ (P5 - P0)A5j lb (B17)

~).rj and (P5/P&)cr was assumed equal to 0.540

for the range of T: from 15000 to 18000 R.

The corrected thrust specific fuel consumption was defined as

wf/F@l. The

12)

Wf =

fuel weight-flow

‘0,3 - ‘0,2 ~

‘bH - %,3 - ‘h

rate Wf was evaluated from

(W2 - Wov - Wa) x3600, lb/hr

(see ref.

(B18)

A lower heating value ~ of 18,605 Btu per pound was used for the fuel.
The enthalpy of the fuel was neglected. The fuel consumption calculated
from equation (B18) was based on the actual fuel-air ratio required for
the turbine-inlet temperature that was obtained from equation (B1O).
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61 2

6 3 4

(b) Turbojet

station

1
2
3
4
5

;

8

9

I I
I t

9 8

enginewith axial-flowcompressor.

Description

Compressorinlet (see-levelstatic)
Compressoroutlet
Turbine inlet
Turbine outlet
Jetnozzle
Compressor-outletbleed for blade cooling air
Compressoreighth-stagebleed (coolingair for

forward face of turbine)
Compressor-outletbleed (coolingair for

rear face of turbine)
Compressoroverboardbleed

Figure 1. - Calculationstationsfor turbojet engines with air-cooledturbines.
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‘a/wl

60

40 ~

(a) Centrifugal-flow compressor. Jet nozzle
area,1.60 squarefeet.

120

100
o—
.06-

80 A

m

.~
60 70 60 90 100

Corrected engine speed, percent rated

(b) AMal-flowc oppressor. Jet nozzlearea,
2.06 squarefeet.

Figure 3. - Effect of cooling-airbleedon com-
pressorweightflowover rangeof engine
speeds.
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(a) Centrifugal-flowco~res80r. Jet nozzle
area, 1.80 square feet.

5,

4

3

2
60 70 80 90 100

Corrected engine speed,percent rated

(b) Axial-flow compressor. Jet nozzle area,
2.06 square feet.

Figure 4. - Variation of engine temperatureratio
with percent of rated corrected engine speed
over range
jet nozzle

of cooling-air-flowratios with fixed
area.
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Cooling-air-
flow ratio,

‘a/wl

2.2 0
.02
.04

1.8 T

V

1.4.
(a) Centrifugal-flowmmpressor. Jet nozzle
area, 1.80 square feet.

2.81
I I I I I I I I

2.4

‘ “ml

2.0

1.6—.
’60 70 80 90 100

Corrected engine speed, percent rated

(b) Axial-flow compressor. Jet nozzle area,
2.06 square feet.

Figure 5. - Variation of turbine pressure ratio
with percent of rated corrected engine speed
over range of cooling-air-flowratios with
fixed jet nozzle area.
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Figure6. - Centrifugal-flow-engineoperatinglineson relative
performancemps for severalcooling-air-flowratioa. Jet
nozzlearea,1.80aqusrefeet.
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Figure 7. - Axial-flow-engine operating lines on
relative performance maps for several cooMng-
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